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ABSTRACT
Ramjerdi, Farideh, M.S., Purdue University, January 1971, A Study
of Relative Costs of Flexible Highway Pavements . Major Professor:
E. J. Yoder.
This thesis presents a method for predicting the optimum initial
service life and optimum periods of resurfacing for flexible pavements.
The method is based on consideration of total pavement costs including
the cost of initial construction, routine maintenance and major
maintenance and increased road user costs resulting from the
maintenance operations.
Standard economic analyses techniques were used for determining
the average annual cost of alternate designs. The model developed by
Radzikowski for estimating routine maintenance cost of flexible
highway pavements was modified and used in the analysis. The pavement
design method developed by the Corps of Engineers was utilized in
estimating initial design as well as required major maintenance (re-
surfacing). A method was developed which presented an estimation of
road user cost due to maintenance and resurfacing operations.
Variables evaluated in this research included (l) subgrade type,
(2) initial traffic volume, (3) rate of traffic growth, and (U) rate
of interest on the investment. Solutions are presented for both 2-lane
and 4-lane divided highways.
The results of the study are presented in the form of graphs which
indicate the initial design period which results in least cost for all
combinations of the variables given above.
INTRODUCTION
The function of a highway pavement is to provide a riding surface
that adequately serves the demands of the road user with an acceptable
level of performance. A great amount of research has been conducted
into principles for the structural design of highway pavements. Many
methods, based on an estimation of the strength of the pavement com-
ponents coupled with an estimation of the amount of traffic which will
use the pavement, are available to the engineer which enables him to
determine the thickness requirements for flexible pavements.
Thickness requirements for flexible pavements are dictated in
part by the accumulated effect of traffic that will use the pavement
structure during its life. Design principles set forth in the AACHO
Interim Guide, for example, are based upon an estimation of the total
equivalent 18,000 pound single axle loads which will use the pavement
during its service life. In general, a finite service life is assumed
and then resurfacing of the pavement is planned for the end of the
analysis period. Economics of the design generally dictate that the
service life for a road which will carry a high volume of traffic
should be greater than the service life for a road which will carry
less traffic.
The ultimate aim of the highway engineer responsible for the
planning and design of pavements is to provide a pavement which will
maintain specified serviceability throughout the pavement's life, and
to provide the highway user with the best possible service at the low-
est cost. There are two primary elements of cost which must be con-
sidered, (l) the average annual cost of the highway facility, including
both initial and maintenance costs and (2) the average annual cost of
operating motor vehicles on the pavement structure.
During the past ten to twenty years, extensive studies have been
carried out for the purpose of development of mathematical models for
predicting the routine maintenance cost of pavements. Usually variables
such as traffic load, type of subgrade soil, environmental condition,
and thickness of different layers of pavement have been found to be
significant factors in these models.
Very little research has been conducted into methods of estimating
costs resulting from accidents associated with maintenance operations.
In cases where there have been need for considering these costs it has
been the practice to assume a percentage of the total maintenance cost.
These, however, are rough estimates at best.
A major decision that the design engineer mxist take is that re-
garding service life, and intervals at which ma.ior maintenance should
be planned. Conceivably, for county roads and other low traffic high-
ways, the most economic approach would be to plan for major maintenance
at frequent intervals whereas for high traffic roads inconvenience to
the road user generally dictates that service life should be done at
greater intervals. There are little factual data in the literature
which can provide the design engineer with a method for making decisions
relative to the initial service life, and the optimum interval that
should be considered for major maintenance.
BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Road life studies are concerned with finding the life expectancy
of the various elements that make up a highway. It is essentially a
fiscal tool designed to determine the amount and cost of replacements
required each year in the future on the determination of the life of
roadway elements
.
Many studies have been made to determine the useful lives of the
various elements of a highway. There are many variables that needs to
be considered including: soil, climate, topography, and traffic volume,
each of these has an effect on the life of a type of pavement. Data
have been compiled by various investigators which correlate surface
type with average service life, average age, retirement rates,
construction costs, and structural deterioration. (11)
In general there are three types of probable lives to consider:
First, the actual physical life, which is ended because of physical
deterioration of the materials making tip the pavement; second, the
service life which is the length of the time that the facility is
used in carrying out its original function without major rebuildings
.
Service life is ended when the facility is abandoned or rebuilt; third,
the economic life, is determined by the time when the service rendered
by that facility can be produced at a lower cost by a new facility.
End of the economic life might result from rebuilding the old road,
substitution of a different service, or by abandonment. Obviously
economic life may not necessarily be the same length of time as
Numbers in parentheses refer to references listed in the Bibliography.
physical life or service life. All of these probable lives depend on
traffic, subsoil conditions, environmental conditions, routine
maintenance and the structural qualities of the pavement.
A report on the service lives of highways published by U. S.
Bureau of Public Roads in 1956 presented data which showed that 88$ of
both flexible and rigid pavements reached the end of their service
>
lives by reason of resurfacing and reconstruction (8). This indicates
that resurfacing and reconstruction is a matter that should be planned
for in advance.
J. W. Work (?l) developed a mathematical model for predicting
when pavement should be resurfaced. The service life dictated by this
replacement model was based primarily or. economics rather than
engineering considerations. He proposed that replacement should be done
when average cost is equal to marginal cost and marginal benefit.
E. P. Ulbricht (l£) comparing alternate pavement designs, ass\imed
that the service life of a surface is ended when its present service-
ability reaches a minimum acceptable value.
In planning any transportation facility, not only the cost of the
proposed facility but also the cost of various alternates must be
considered. Normally, costs are separated into three categories (l)
capital investments , including planning, desigr , and construction cost,
(2) vehicle cost, including both operation and maintenance cost of the
vehicle, and (3) cost of maintaining the facility. The important
characteristic of these costs is that they are highly interrelated.
Any change in design affecting construction costs also directly affects
future maintenance and operating cost. Thus, the decision should be
based on probable overall cost rather than initial cost alone.
To compare alternate designs, the average annual costs of the
alternates generally are compared. Methods for the determination of
annual highway cost have been the subject of studies by several in-
vestigators and various methods have been developed for obtaining the
average annual cost of a highway.
Major factors that affect the analysis of average annual cost are:
initial construction costs, resurfacing costs, routine maintenance costs,
salvage value, interest rate, and analysis period. Road user costs due
to delay and accident during maintenance and resurfacing operations have
been considered in some studies (10, 15). These items are described
below to the extent that are related to the purpose of this study.
Initial Construction Cost
Initial construction cost car be computed on the basis of the
thickness and composition of the designed pavement section and the
unit price for each item of pavement including cost of the pavement
surface, base, and subbase. This cost depends on variables such as
service life, subsoil conditions, traffic to be handled during the
service life of the pavement, environmental conditions, as well as
the cost of material and labor.
Resurfacing Cost
This cost item can be computed on the basis of the thickness of
resurfacing required at each stage and its unit price. Variables such
as: resurfacing period, traffic to be handled prior to resurfacing,
subsoil conditions, environmental conditions, rate of interest, will
affect the resurfacing cost.
Routine Maintenance Cost
Highway maintenance can be defined as follows (20). "The preserv-
ing and keeping of each roadway, structure, and facility as nearly as
possible in its original condition as constructed or as subsequently
improved and such additional work as is necessary to keep traffic
moving safely." Maintenance is a continuous operation, starting soon
after initial construction is completed. An analysis of highway main-
tenance expenditures based on data gathered from wide geographical
areas have shown great variation. A total of 3^ different items have
been identified that might influence maintenance cost (12).
To date, many studies have been conducted to develop models for
predicting maintenance cost. In all these studies historical data
have been used and, therefore, all predictions merely indicate what
maintenance did cost, not what maintenance actually will cost. Usually
variables such as: subsoil condition, traffic volume, thickness of
different layers of pavement, pavement width, right-of-way widths, and
environmental condition were found to be significant variables (2, U, ±k).
Maintenance expend! ture and subdivided into different categories
of which surface maintenance expenditures is of interest in this study.
Salvage Value
Oglesby has suggested a zero salvage value to be considered in
economical studies of highways (ll) whereas Winfrey (20) has suggested
that the salvage value should be assumed to be low, especially for a
pavement that will be difficult to be used in the future.
In the formula recommended by Baldock (3) for determining the
annual costs to compare different alternative a salvage value is
applied only to the last resurfacing.
Rate of Interest
A suitable rate of interest is a measure of the likelihood that,
the proposed alternative will be used for a number of years and will
produce benefits estimated to prevail for the period of years used in
the analysis.
Analysis Period
Winfrey (20) defines analysis period as follows : "A period of
time usually much less than the estimated probable life of the pro-
perty, which is chosen for purpose of economic analysis. Physically,
highway property may have 50 to 100 years service life expected, but
an analysis of the economic wisdom of constructing a highway facility
based upon such extended period is unreasonable. Comparatively short
periods should be used such as 30 years".
Baldock (3) states "Future technology changes (in the next Uo
years) may make present day r «.ds obsolete and render more attractive
a different type of transportation investment. There is no indication
that such changes will jeopardize the billion of dollars now invested
in roads. However, discretion requires that present and future
beneficiaries carry the requisite costs to retire the investment
within a reasonable period of time. This period of time may be temed
the analysis period." Baldock recommended an analysis period of Uo
years
.
Analysis periods adopted in studies of different alternates of
highway pavement have ranged from 20 to Uo years
.
Additiona l Highway Us er Cost Resulting from Maintenance
Time is a valuable commodity to the highway user. Due to the
reduction of highway capacity by lane closure for the purpose of
resurfacing or maintenance, there is some time lost to road users and
also the chance of accidents increases.
Very little research has been conducted to evaluate traffic delay
and accident costs resulting from resurfacing and maintenance operations,
Generally, a fixed percentage of the maintenance cost is considered to
be due to highway user cost (1C).
PURPOSE AND PLAN OF RESEARCH
The purpose of this research was to develop a method, for predicting
the optimum initial service life and the optimum periods of re-
surfacing for flexible pavements.
The formula recommended by Baldock (3) was used in this study for
determining the annual costs and comparison of alternate designs. The
pavement design method developed by The Corps of Engineers and
presented by Turhbull, Foster, and Ahlvin (17) formed the basis for this
analysis. The developed equation by Ulbric'-it (lS) was used to arrive
at the total cumulative number of equivalent l8-kip single axle
applications in terms of average daily traffic.
Variables included in this research include: (l) subgrade type,
(2) initial traffic volume, (3) rate of traffic growth and {k) rate of
interest. Solutions were made for: 2-lane highway and U-lane divided
highway, and for analysis periods of 20 and 4-0 years. The effect of





Regression technique was used quite often in this study. Follow-
ing is a brief explanation of it.
Regression technique is a tool by means of which an equation that
relates a dependent variable to a number of independent variables , can
be obtained (6, 13). The resulting equation that relates a dependent
variable to a number of independent variables is usually called a
regression equation. A linear regression equation is one which is
linear in parameters of the equation, while a non-linear regression
equation is non-linear in parameters of the equation.
Several procedures have been developed for the selection of the
best regression equation. Methods used ir. this study were the step-
wise regression and the non-linear weighted regression procedures.
The stepwise regression analysis utilized was BMD2R. In this
program the most highly correlated independent variable enters into the
regression first. The next variable to enter is the one whose partial
correlation with the dependent variable is the highest. At every stage
variables incorporated into the regression in previous stages are re-
examined, by means of comparing the partial F-value of each variable
in the regression with a preselected percentage point of the appropriate
F distribution. This provides means for evaluation of the contribution
made by each variable after the other variables in the equation account
for as much variation in the y (dependent variable) as they can.
Any variable which provides a non-significant
11
contribution is removed from the regression. This process is continued
until no other variable will be added to the regression nor removed.
The non-linear regression analysis utilized was NONLIK, a revised
version of SHARE program no. 309*+. This program provides the least
squares estimates of the parameters in any equation, or the parameters
of any equation are such estimated to result into the minimum sums of
squares of the deviations. An initial estimate of the parameters of
the regression equation are required, and through iterative procedure
the values of the parameter that result in the minimum of squares of
the deviations are evaluated.
Average Annual Cost of Highways
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where
C = average annual cost per mile of highway;
CRF = capital recovery factor for an analysis period of n years
and for a given rate of interest;
A = initial construction cost per mile of pavement;
E = first resurfacing cost per mile;
n. = years of service life of initial pavement surface;
FWF = present worth factor for n or ru years for a given interest
rate;
Ep = second resurfacing cost, per mile;
12
iv, = number of years after construction to year when second
resurfacing is placed;
Y = number of years from time of last resurfacing to end of
analysis oeriod;
X = estimated life of last resurfacing in years, and;
M = average annual maintenance cost per mile.
For this study the above equation was modified by placing the
maintenance cost term (m) inside the bracket. This cost item was
evaluated for each year from the time of initial construction to the
end of analysis period since traffic loads on a pavement, and deterioration
of the pavement due to weathering are subject to change during the
analysis period. Maintenance cost depends on both of these factors.
Also, highway user costs resulting from maintenance and resurfacing
operations are considered. The modified equation used is as follows:
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C = average annual cost per mile of highway;
CRF = capital recover?/ factor for an analysis of n years and for
a given interest rate;
A = initial construction cost per mile of pavement;
E .= first resurfacing cost per mile;
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n_ = years of service life of initial pavement surface;
FWF = present worth factor for n, , n_ , . . . . , or n years for ait m
given interest rate;
RE, = road user cost due to the first resurfacing per mile;
Ep = second resurfacing cost per mile;
ru = number of years after construction to year when second
resurfacing is placed;
RE? = road user cost due to the second resurfacing per mile;




RE = road user cost due to the m resurfacing tier mile;
m
Y - number of years from time of last resurfacing to end of
analysis period;
X = estimated life of last resurfacing in years;
M. = maintenance cost during the i "' year after construction
i
per mile;
WF. - present worth factor for i years and for a given rate of
interest, and;
RM - road user cost due to the maintenance operation during i
year per mile.
Basic components of Equation 2 are (a) initial construction cost,
(b) resurfacing costs, (c) maintenance costs, (d) road user costs due
to maintenance and resurfacing operations, (e) interest rate, (f)
analysis period, and (g) service life of initial pavement surface, and
service lives of the resurfacings.
lU
The major purpose of this study was to solve equation 2 for a
variety of conditions to determine the service life of the initial
pavement surface and the service lives of the resurfacings , that
result in the lowest average annual cost.
Structural Design Procedure
The structural design procedure used in this study was the revised
pavement design method developed by the Corps of Engineers and
presented by Turnbull, Foster, and Ahlvin (17). This procedure
evaluates required thickness as a function of equivalent l3,000-lb
single axle loads and California Bearing Ratio of the suhgrade.
Figure 1 shows the design curves of the Corps of Engineers for flexible
highway pavements
.
It was assumed in this study that the required thickness of
pavement for one l6,000-lb single axle load application is equal to
zero. Therefore, the general form of design curves takes the following
form:
P = C log W (3)
where
D = pavement thickness in inches
;
W = total number of EAL applications during the design life, and;
C = coefficient of the equation which is a function of the CBR
of subgrade.































































































































The coefficient C, (the slope of curves) can be estimated from
Figure 1 for different values of CBF. Prom utilizing stepwise re-
gression technique this coefficient was found to be:
C = 7.88UU-8.07189 log CBR + 2.20335 log2 CBR (k)
2
The R value, the multiple correlation coefficient, for this
analysis was as high as 0.9996. Values of the coefficient C as estimated
from Figure 1 and the residuals (the predicted value of C by regression
subtracted from the estimated value of C from Figure l) are shown in
Table 1 for different CBR values . The highest value of residual was
O.OU773- This value would result in a difference in the design
thickness of O.U773 inches for 10 applications of EA1. The value of
0.1+773 is less than the error that would result if the design thickness
was to be read from the design curve. The low residual and high R
values indicates that the assumptions made were quite reasonable, and
hence, Equation 3 takes the following form:
D = (7.8810+-8.07181 log CBR - 2.20335 log2 CBR) log W
.(5)
where
D = pavement thickness , inches
;
CBR = subgrade CBR value in percent, and;
W = the cumulative number of EAL applications.
In this study minimum thickness of base and subbase layers were
assumed to be k and 6 inches respectively. A CBR value of 30 percent
was adopted for the subbase material.
17
Table 1: List of Estimated Values of Coefficient C from




















Minimum Required Thickness of Asphaltic Concrete Surface
The Texas Highway Department has established requirements for
minimum thickness of asphaltic concrete surface, based on experience
(l6). These requisites are shown in Figure 2. Equations 6, 7, and 8
are the results of utilizing stepwise regression analysis made on the
data shown in Figure 2 for three types of base materials, Grade 1,
Grade 2, and Grade 3.
Grade 1:
ds = I.606U9 - I.781U5 log W + 0.31092 lop
2 W (6)
Grade 2:
ds =-1.91901 - 0.hh729 log W + 0.21UU log^ w (7)
Grad e 3
'
ds =-15.51857 + k. 18935 log W - 0.14027 log
2 W (8)
where
ds = minimum required thickness of asphaltic concrete surface,
inches
;
W = total EAL application.
The minimum thickness of surface adopted in this study was 1.9
inches
.
Equivalent Axle Load Applications
Several methods have been developed to estimate the number of
equivalent axle application in terms of average daily traffic (ADT).
The equation developed by Ulbric ht (l8) for Indiana was adopted for
this study. This equation takes the following form:
19
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In (l + J) (9)
where
W = the cumulative number of EAL applications;
F = the equivalence coefficient;
V = number of vehicles;
ADT = the initial average daily traffic in one direction;
J = the annual traffic growth rate, and;
Y = the number of years for which cumulative number of FAL
applications is to be estimated.
Ulbricht, in his study, classified Indiana highways into three
classes by traffic weight distribution, and estimated F, the equivalence
coefficient for each class. An F value of 0.16 was adopted for this
study.
Required Pavement Thickness as a Function of Time
The required thickness of pavement and the minimum required
surface thickness can be obtained as a function of time by substituting
Equation 9 for W in Equations 5 and 6 respectively. Figure 3 shows an
example of the thickness relationships with time for an initial ADT of
1000, rate of traffic growth of 10 percent, CBR of subgrade of 5 percent
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Resurfacing costs were computed on the basis of thickness of layers
placed at each stage, and the unit price of the resurfacing material.
The extra surface thickness (major resurfacing or major maintenance)
required at any instant of time is equal to the difference between
assumed initial design thickness and the required thickness from
Figure 1 determined on the basis of traffic up to the time of re-
surfacing. Figure k illustrates the general relationship between age
and required thickness (22). In this study the period of resurfacing
had always taken the value of the initial design service life of
surface, as this was what is being done in practice.
It was assumed in this study that if a resurface was to be placed
at intervals greater than 10 years , a seal coat layer was placed on the
pavement at the end of 10 years in lieu of the major resurface. Seal
coat does not contribute to the structural strength of the pavement but
it is applied for one or more of the following reasons (20):
1) to prevent the entrance of moisture into the base and subgrade.
2) to rejuvenate an old, dry, or weathered surface
3) to provide a nonskid surface texture
k) to change surface color for visibility or for demarcation
puroos es






































































Rout ine Maintenance Costs
Several models have been developed to predict routine maintenance
expenditures (2, k, lk) . The model developed by Radzikowski (ik) was
used in this study, since surface maintenance expenditures were of
major interest. Most of the other models include methods for
estimating shoulder and right of way maintenance.
Four basic factors are considered in the model developed by
Radzikowski for the prediction of maintenance expenditure. These
factors are: (l) traffic on the section measured in vehicles per day
for two lanes of pavement, (2) type of subgrade soil, (3) thickness of
the surface, and (U) thickness of the base and/or subbase. Each of
these factors are related to maintenance effort index numbers.
Maintenance effort index numbers were estimated for each of these
four above factors and for each design. The summation of these four
indices represents the surface maintenance effort index of each section.
Maintenance expenditure was estimated fr :>m its relation with the surface
maintenance effort index. Figures 5 through 7 show the maintenance
index numbers proposed by Radzikowski . Figure 8 shows the relationship
between the summation of index numbers and routine maintenance cost.
Since the study by Radzikowski was dor.e in 1955, it was assumed
that he used the 1955 unit-maintenance cost values. It was assumed
also that the maintenance cost trends since 1955 are the same as
construction cost trends. Using data from Engineering News -Record (7)
construction cost trends for the base year 1955 were obtained and the
construction cost index for the year 19^9 was used to convert the
maintenance tinit cost from 1955 to 1969. Figure 9 shows the construction
cost trends for the base year 1955-
25
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FIG. 5 MAINTENANCE EFFORT INDEX AS A FUNCTION OF
SURFACE THICKNESS (AFTER RADZIKOWSKI )
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FIG. 8 MAINTENANCE COST AS A FUNCTION OF SURFACE AND BASE





FIG.9 CONSTRUCTION COST TRENDS ( FROM ENGINEERING NEWS
RECORD)
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Equations 10 through 13 relate maintenance effort index to the
four basic factors described. Equations 10 and 11 were obtained
utilizing stepwise regression analyses on data from Figures 5 and 6.
These equations had R values of 1.0000 and .9996, respectively.
Equation 15 relates surface maintenance effort index of the section to
2
the annual maintenance cost per 10,000 sq. yd. The R value for
Equation 15 was .9998.




I = 5.71265-0.95354 (d^ + dgb )
+ 0.04042
DS 2
(\ + dsb ) (11)








-i5oo- > x (13)
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- \ + \ + Js + \ {lk)
M = 279.19395 - 3.46509 (I
2
) + 0.33537 (I 3 ) (15)
where
I, = maintenance effort index for surface thickness;
d
s
d - surface thickness in inches;
s




\ = base thickness in inches:
d , = subbase thickness in inches;
sb
I = maintenance effort index for the subgrade condition;
CER = subgrade CBR in percent;





= the traffic on the section, vehicles per day for two lanes
of pavement;
= maintenance effort index of the section, and;
= annual maintenance cost, dollars per 10,000 sq. yd.
Unit Cost of Raving Materials
Unit cost of bituminous surface, base, subbase, surface treatment,
and sealing materials adopted for this study were based on the average
unit bid price, obtained from the Indiana State Highway Commission,
and are as follows
:
Bituminous surface 37^3.238 dollars/mile/lane/inch of thickness
base 1U15.969 " " " " "
subbase 10W.178
surface treatment 3000.953
seal coat 2173. UUl
dollar/mile/lane/layer
Road User Cost Due bo Maintenance and Resurfacing Operations
For the purpose of this study, road user costs due to maintenance
and resurfacing operations were assumed to be extra costs to road users
because of maintenance operations. These extra costs were estimated on
the basis of relationships between road user cost and the average speed
of traffic in the traffic flow. Accident costs resulting from
maintenance and resurfacing operations were not considered.
In this study, it was assumed that specifications would limit the
extent of lane closure for each resurfacing operation to l/2 mile with
a duration of closure of 8 hours. For sealing operations, the length
of the lane closure would be 1 mile with a duration of closure of 8 hours,
32
This latter amount was also used for routine maintenance operation. It
was also assumed that each section was closed once a year for routine
maintenance operation. The shoulder would be used as a traffic lane
when one lane was closed on the 2-lane highway. No attempt was made to
optimize the extent and the duration of the closure in relation to the
traffic.
Relat i onship Between the \verace Speed of Traffic and Traffic Flow .
In this study, thi highway types considered were 2-lane and U-lane
divided highways . Relationships between the average speed of traffic
and vehicular flow in passenger car equivalents (p.c.e.'s) during both,
normal conditions and with one lane closed were established using data
from the Highway Capacity Manual (9). The average factor used for
conversion of truck traffic to passenger car equivalents was
:
1 truck = 3-58 p.c.e.
For both of the highway types (2 lane and h lane) a lane width of
12-ft. and a shoulder width of 8 ft. were used. The percentage of
trucks in this and traffic stream was assumed to be lk% of the total.
The highways were assumed to be in level terrain. When one lane was
closed for maintenance or resurfacing operations, the distance from
traffic lane edge to oostructior. was set at zero.
Nonlinear weighted regression analysis was used to arrive at a
relationship between the average speed of traffic and the traffic flow.













V = the average speed of traffic in miles per hour;
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, B„, and B„ = the parameters of the model.
Using the equation form noted above, B represents the value of
the average speed of traffic as the traffic flow approaches zero and
R. can be calculated as a function of B , B~ and v. The parameters B?
and B^ were estimated using the nonlinear weighted regression analysis.
Because the resulting equations were internal to the computer
program for forecasting road users costs, no attempt was made to limit
the reported equations to a reasonable number of significant figures.
Following are the resulted equations
:
T'-lane highways, normal condition:
V = 70 - 3. 76*43^1339 x 10"2 (v) + 1.35U12U2 x 10~ 5 (v2 )
- 2.86968751 x 10"9 (v3 ) (16)
2
R value for this equation was 0.9991
2-lane highways, one lane closed:
V = 1+5 4 7.0033 1+995 1+ x 10~ 3 (v) - 3. 07*+7339 x lo" 5 (v'
:
")
+ 1.288U5385 x ICT^v3 ) (17)
2
R value for this equation was 1.0000
U-lane divided highways, normal conditions:
V - 70 - 1.1617537335 x 10"
2
(v) + 197U75M+ x 10 (v
2
)
- 8.U2303U39 x 10 (v3 ) (18)
2
R value for this equation was 0.9976
U-lane divided highways, one lane closed:
- 1.121901513 x 10"2 (v) - 2.
+ 2.32506269 x 10"9 (v3 ) (19)




R value for this equation was 1.0000
3U
where
V = average speed of traffic, miles per hour, and;
v = traffic flow (p.c.e.) in both directions for 2 lane high-
way and in one direction for U-lane divided highway.
Figures 10 and 11 show these relations for the types of highways
considered in this study.
When traffic flow exceeded capacity it was assumed that the excess
vehicles would queue up on the approach to the construction area. As
the capacity (service rate) is less than the traffic flow (arrival rate),
the queue will increase in length and theoretically the length of the
queue will increase to infinity. In the general case, such a condition
would not occur as the demand flow would drop below the capacity. Many
drivers wiuld not tolerate such large delays and would refuse to join
the queue but would find an alternate route. The maximum average
waiting time in the queue therefore, would depend on the availability
of alternate routes. In the absence of specific information, it was
assumed that a reasonable maximum average waiting time in the queue
would be 10 and 5 minutes for 2-lane highway and M--lane divided highway,
respectively.
Relationship Between the Road User Cost and the Average Speed of Traffic .
The components of the road user cost are the operating expenditures
for fuel, oil, tires, and vehicle maintenance and repair, and allowances
for depreciation, time, and comfort and convenience.
The AASHO Red Book provides information which relates road user
costs for passenger cars to the average speed of traffic (l). This
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normal, and restricted operations, and four different gradient classes.
Unit costs provided in this report were for the year, 1959-
Data are available in Statistical Abstract of the United States (19)
on the cost trends for different commodities; as well as for personal
income, gross national product, and personal consumption expenditures
on services. For the conversion of these data from the base year 1959 >
related factors were obtained for the period from 1959 to 19^9 and
similarly for other base years. The following similarities on cost
trends were assumed : fuel and oil to be the same as petroleum and
products, depreciation to be the same as motor vehicle and equipments,
maintenance and repair to be the same as a combination of 50 percent
motor vehicle and equipments and 50 percent personal consumption
expenditures on services, time cost to be the same as personal income,
^nd comfort and convenience to be the same as gross national products.
Figures A-l, A-2, A-3, A-q, and A-5, in Appendix A show cost trends for
petroleum and products, tires, and motor vehicles and equipments and
the trends in personal consumption expenditures on services, and personal
income and gross national products, respectively.
The factors used for converting the 1959 unit cost to 1969's are
as follows: for fuel, 1.052; oil, 1.052; tires, 1.05^; maintenance and
repair, I.365; depreciation, 1.010; time, 1.670; and comfort and
convenience, 1.7000.
The relations between road user cost and the average speed of
traffic under free, normal and restricted operations, for 2-lane highway
and divided highway are shown in Figures B-l through B-6 of Appendix B.
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On Figures 10, and 11 the ranges for free, normal, and restricted
operations are specified. Using these ranges and the relationship
between the average speed of traffic and road user costs for free,
normal, and restricted operations the relations between the road user
cost and the average speed of traffic were obtained for 2-lane and
divided highways, for different gradient classes, and for normal
condition and when one lane was closed. Figure 12 shows a general
example of relating road user cost to the average speed of traffic when
the relations for free, normal , and restricted operations were known.
Tables 2 and 3 show the equations resulting from stepwise regression
analysis for the road user cost as a function of the average speed of
traffic for different gradient classes under normal conditions and
2
when one lane is closed for 2-lane and divided highways. R values
obtained for these equations are as shown in the tables.
Figures 13, 1*+, 15, and l6 show the relation between road user cost
and the average speed of traffic for 2-lane and divided highways, under
normal condition and when one lane was closed, for different gradient
classes. A gradient class of 3-5^ was adopted in this study.
Road User Costs Due to Standing Delays and Reduction of Speed .
There is an extra cost associated with vehicle stops, besides that
of constant speed operation. This extra cost depends on the approach
speed. There are data available in the AASHO Red Book (l) that relate
the extra cost per vehicle stop to the standing delay period for
different approaching speeds. When the traffic flow exceeds the capacity
of the section, queue forms, and the approaching speed is the speed at
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CURVE RELATING THE ROAD
USER COST TO THE AVERAGE
SPEED OF TRAFFIC
CURVE RELATING THE ROAD
USER COST TO THE AVERAGE
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A GENERAL EXAMPLE OF RELATING ROAD USER COST TO THE
AVERAGE SPEED OF TRAFFIC ,WHEN THE RELATIONS FOR FREE,

























































FIG. 13 ROAD USER COST FOR PASSENGER CARS ON TANGENTS OF A TWO
LANE HIGHWAY AS A FUNCTION OF AVERAGE SPEED UNDER







FIG 14 ROAD USER COST FOR PASSENGER CARS ON TANGENTS OF A
TWO LANE HIGHWAY AS A FUNCTION OF AVERAGE SPEED
AND GRADIENT CLASS WHEN ONE LANE IS CLOSED
kk
40 50
AVERAGE SPEED ( MILE/HR)
FIG.I5 ROAD USER COST FOR PASSENGER CARS ON TANGENTS
FOR A 4-LANE DIVIDED HIGHWAY AS A FUNCTION OF








FIG. 16 ROAD USER COST FOR PASSENGER CARSON TANGENTS OF A
4-LANE DIVIDED HIGHWAY AS A FUNCTION OF AVERAGE SPEED
AND GRADIENT CLASS WHEN ONE LANE IS CLOSED
U6
A cost trend adjustment factor of 1.67 was applied to the data available
in the AASHO Red Book to convert these costs from 1959 to 1969. This
conversion factor was based only on the trends of time cost. Although
the components of this cost item includes other costs, the time cost
would represent the main portion of it.
The relationship between extra cost per vehicle stop and the
standing delay period is linear over the range of standing delay periods
beyond 20 seconds. This relationship is shown in Figure 17. Equation
36 relates the extra cost per vehicle stop to the standing delay period
over its linear range
P = 1.33b + 5.01 t (36)
where
P = extra cost in cents per vehicle step for an approach speed
of 30 mph, and;
t = standing delay period in minutes.
As traffic approaches the construction zone, it slows down from
the speed on the highway under normal condition to the speed on the
construction zone, and vice verse. Claffey's (5) data and his particular
solution established a speed change unit value of 0.048 cents plus or
minus 0.062 cents. A speed change unit is a plus or minus change in
speed of 1 mph. In the absence of any other information, Claffey's
value of O.Okb cents was adopted in this study.
Correction Factor for the Extra Porning Maneuver Due to the Lane Closure .
The values of road user cost noted earlier were for open or high
type of alineraent. For conditions of curved alinement a correction is

















































that depends on the sharpness of the curve and superelevation (l). As
different alternates had the same alinement no correction was made,
except for the extra turning maneuver, due to lane closure.
It was assumed that the traffic changes lane in a distance of 200 ft.
Therefore, the degree of curvature for this maneuver was approximately
U°. The superelevation was obviously zero. Figure l8 shows the
relationship between operating costs on curves and on tangents. The
dashed line on this figure shows an example of arriving at the correction
factor when the average speed of traffic is known. This correction
factor should only be applied to the percent of the length of curvature.
The percentage of the length of the roadway in the construction area
that will be on the curve are approximately 7 and 15, for lane closures
lengths of 1 and l/2 mile respectively.
Considering the factors mentioned the following equations resulted
from utilizing stepwise regression analysis
:
Length of closure of l/2 mile,
F = 99.12968 + 0.00151 (v2 ) (37)
2
R value for this equation was 0.9958
Length of closure of 1 mile,
F = 99.595335 - 0.0007 (/) (38)
R'" value for this equation was 0.9995
where
F = the correction factor, percent, and;
v = the average speed of traffic, miles per hour.
Figure 19 shows the correction factor for operating cost, as a
function of the average speed of traffic for lane closure lengths of
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FIG. 19 CORRECTION FACTOR FOR OPERATING COST AS A FUNCTION OF
AVERAGE SPEED FOR CLOSURE LENGTHS OF I AND 1/2 MILES
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ANALYSIS
The models described in previous parts were utilized to
calculate
average annual costs of 2-lane highway and U-lane divided highways.
Programs were written in FORTRAN IV computer programming
language.




Average annual costs of highways were computed for initial
design
service lives of the surfaces ranging from two years up
to the end of
the analysis period. The initial design service life
of surface which
resulted in the lowest value of the average annual cost
was accepted as
the best alternate.
Effects of subsoil condition, traffic, interest rate, and
analysis
period on the result, were studied by solving the problem
for subgrade
CBR values of 2, U, 7, 11, and l6 percent; initial average
daily traffic
values of 10, 50, 100, 1000, 2000, 5000, and 10,000 ADT;
annual traffic
growth rates of 2 , 6, 10, and lk percent; interest rates
of 6, 13, and
20 percent; and analysis periods of 20 and U0 years. The
problem was
also solved with and without the consideration of the
road users costs
due to lane closures.
The initial construction cost increased as the initial
design
service life was increased, there were also sudden rises in
this cost
item, when base and/or subbase was required (minimum base and
subbase
thicknesses adopted in this study were U.O and 6.0 inches
respectively).
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The routine maintenance expenditure was a decreasing function of the
initial design service life of surface. This expenditure was computed
on a yearly basis. Of the factors in the model used for predicting
this cost item, thicknesses of surface, base and subbase were subject
to change as initial design life of surface was changed.
The thickness factor increased as the initial design service life
of surface increased. This resulted in a decrease in routine
maintenance expenditure as the initial design service life of surface
was increased. The resurfacing expenditure also decreased as the
initial design service life increased. Therefore, the greater the
initial design service life of surface, the less thickness had to be
provided to maintain the pavement function throughout the remaining
analysis period.
Cost of sealing was an increasing function of the initial design
service life of surface in this problem. The resurfacing interval was
always equal to the initial design service life of the surface. It was
assumed that if a resurface was to be placed at intervals of time greater
than 10 years, a seal coat layer should be placed on the pavement at the
end of 10 years. Therefore, up to initial design service life of
surface of 10 years, no sealing was required. For initial design service
life of surface of 10 years to 20 years, one seal coat layer was needed,
and for an initial design service life of surface of 20 to 20 years,
two seal coat layers were required etc.
This study was conducted with and without the consideration of
road users costs due to lane closures as a component of the average
annual cost of highway. Obviously, these cost items increased as the
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number of times of lane closures increased. Road user cost due to
routine maintenance was the same for all alternates , as it was assumed
that each section was closed once a year for this prupose. Road user
cost due to major maintenance decreased as the initial design service
life of surface (which was also equal to the period of resurfacing)
was increased. However, road user cost due to sealing increased as
initial design service life of surface was increased since, as explained
earlier, the number of times that sealings were required increased as
the initial design service life was increased.
For any given initial value of average daily traffic, rate of
traffic growth, and rate of interest, the average annual highway cost
was the highest in the case of a subgrade CBR value cf 2 percent and
initial design service life of 2 years among the average annual highway
costs for the adopted CBR values and other initial design service lives
of surface. Therefore, average annual highway costs were computed as a
percentage of this highest value (2% CBR and two year interval) for
different CBR values and other initial design service lives average
annual cost. The computer plotter was so utilised to produce plots of
this percentage of cost of surface, as a function of the initial design
service life of surface, and for the subgrade CBR values adopted for
this study.
Plots of cost were produced in the same manner for the two and four
lane highways, with and without the consideration of road user cost due
to lane closures and for analysis periods of 20 and kO years; the
adopted values of average daily traffic; annual traffic rates of growth;
and rates of interest.
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Figure 20 shows a typical plot produced by the GALCOMP plotter,
showing the percentage of the average annual cost of highway to be the
appropriate average annual cost of the highway for a subgrade CBR value
of 2 percent, and initial design service life of surface of 2 years.
The example in Figure 20 is for a U-lane divided highway with an
average daily traffic value of 1000 ADT; annual rate of traffic growth
of 2 percent; rate of interest of 6 percent; analysis period of k'O years;
and with the consideration of the road users costs due to lane closures.
The function relating the average annual cost of highway to the
initial design service life of surface is a one of sequence, since the
average annual cost of highway is defined only for the exact time of
the initial design service life of surface. There were sudden rises
and falls in the average annual cost of highway as the initial design
service life of surface was increased. This occurred because cf
fluxuations in components of the average annual cost of highway with the
increase of the initial design servi.ee life of surfi ce as described in
the previous paragraph. Therefore the produced plots represent the
average annual cost of highway as o price-wise linear function of the
initial design service life of surface.
Because of the complexity of analyzing the factors that caused
the rises and falls, it was assumed that the smooth curves passing about
the lower parts of the produced plots represented the relationship
between the percentage of the annual cost of the highway to its
appropriate average annual cost of highway for a subgrade CBR value of
2 percent and initial design service life of surface cf 2 years. The
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visual inspection. That is, initial design service life of surface
results in minimum values of average annual cost of a 2-lane highway
and li-lane divided highway. The effects of the length of analysis period,
consideration of road user costs due to lane closures, subgrade CBR,
initial yearly equivalent l8-kip, single-axle load applications, annual
rate of traffic growth, and interest rate were studied.
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RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The initial design service life factor which resulted in the
minimum average annual cost of 2 -lane highway and U-lane divided highway
where determined through visual inspection of the modified plots. Figvr es
21 through 36 show the optimum initial design service life of pavement
surface as a function of the Initial yearly EAL. These facts were
determined with and without consideration of road users costs resulting
from lane closures, different interest rates, subgrade CER values,
traffic rate of growth, analysis periods of 20 and kO years, and for
2-lane and U-lane divided highways. The following summarizes the
results noted from the inspection of Figures 21 through 3t
;
l) Up to a certain value, the optimum initial design service life
remained constant as the initial yearly EAL increased. However,
beyond this value the service life increased as a constant
rate. The value of the initial yearly EAL at which the initial
design service life changes from a constant value to an
increasing function of the initial yearly EAL was defined as
the critical value of the initial yearly EAL.
The value of the critical initial yearly EAL depended upon the
consideration of road user costs due to lane closures, interest
rate, traffic rate of growth, subgrade CHR value, and the
analysis period. This value decreased as the traffic rate of
growth increased, but interest rate decreased. As the analysis
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period tor subgrade CBR increased the critical value of the
initial yearly EAL decreased.
The rate of increase in the initial design service life beyond
the critical value of the initial yearly EAL depended on the
rate of interest, subgrade CBR value, analysis period, and on
the traffic rate of growth. The rate of increase in the
initial design service life lessened as subgrade CBR value
and/or rate of interest increased.
For a U-lane divided highway critical values of the initial
EAL are higher than those of a 2-lane highway; and the rate of
increase in the optimum initial design service life of a
U-lane highway is lower than that of a 2-lane highway. This
is particularly true for high CBR values.
2) The optimum initial design service life decreased as the
interest rate increased. For low subgrade CBR values this was
the case for the entire range of the initial yearly EAL.
However, for higher subgrade CBR values (only beyond the
critical value of the initial yearly EAL) the optimum initial
design service life was lower for higher interest rates.
3) Analysis with consideration of the road user costs due to lane
closures resulted in a decrease of the optimum initial design
service life over the total range of the initial yearly EAL
for low subgrade CBR values and over the range beyond the
critical value of the initial yearly EAL for higher subgrade
CBR values. The difference between the optimum initial design
service life when road user costs due to lane closures were
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considered and when road users costs due to lane closures were
not considered was ns high as 2 years over the range before
the critical initial design service life. Beyond this range
the difference was as high as 10 years for an analysis period
of 20 years and even higher for the analysis period of i|0 years.
Beyond the initial design service life this gap decreased.
The difference between the initial design service life with
the consideration of the rood user costs due to lane closures
was greater for a l;-lane highway than for a 2 -lane highway
beyond the critical value of the initial yearly EAL.
h) At low subgrade CBR values, before the critical value of the
yearly EAL, the optimum initial design service life decreased
when the interest rate increased. When road users costs due to
lane closures were considered at higher subgrade CBR values,
the optimum design service life was approximately the same
(about 10 years). In the range beyond the critical value of
the initial yearly EAL, the initial design service life
decreased as subgrade CBR value increased.
5) In the range beyond the critical value of the initial yearly
EAL, when road user costs due to lane closures were considered
and when they were not considered, the difference between the
optimum initial design service life decreased when rate of
interest increased.
6) The optimum initial design service life in the range before the
critical value of the initial yearly EAL was constant and
approached 10 years for both 2-lane highways and U-lane divided
6o
highways and also for the analysis periods of 20 and 1+0 years.
The critical value of the initial yearly EAL is lower for 2-
lane highways in the range beyond this value. The optimum
initial design service life is lower for U-lane divided
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FIG. 21 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT 18 -KIP, SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS.
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 2 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 40
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FIG. 22 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT 18- KIP, SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS.
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 6 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 40
YEARS, AND FOR A 2- LANE HIGHWAY
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FIG. 23 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT 18- KIP, SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS.
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 10 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 40
YEARS, AND FOR A 2 -LANE HIGHWAY
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FIG. 24 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT I8-KIP,SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS.
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 14 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 40
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FIG. 25 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT 18-KIP.SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 2 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 20
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FIG. 26 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT 18-KIP, SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 6 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 20
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FIG. 27 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT 18-KIP.SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS.
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 10 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 20
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FIG. 28 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT I8-KIP,SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS.
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 14 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 20
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FIG. 29 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTIONOF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT 18- KIP, SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS
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FIG. 30 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTIONOF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT
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FIG. 31 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT 18-KIP.SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS.
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 10 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 40
YEARS, AND FOR A 4- LANE HIGHWAY
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FIG. 32 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT 18-KIP.SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS.
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 14 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 40
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FIG. 33 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT 18 -KIP, SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS.
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 2 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 20
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FIG. 34 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT 18- KIP, SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS.
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 6 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 20
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FIG. 35 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
OF INITIAL YEARLY EQUIVALENT 18-KIP, SINGLE AXLE LOAD APPLICATIONS.
ANNUAL RATE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH 10 PERCENT, ANALYSIS PERIOD OF 20
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FIG. 36 OPTIMUM INITIAL DESIGN SERVICE LIFE OF PAVEMENT SURFACE AS A FUNCTION
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RECOMMENDATIOIS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
During the conduct of this study the need for research on the
following subjects was noted.
1. There is a need to develop a model for predicting highway
pavement routine maintenance costs which are directly
applicable to the State of Indiana. Data regarding surface
condition just prior to maintenance intervals at which routine
maintenance is done, could be used to refine the model
developed in this study.
2. Additional research is needed in the development of a model
for estimating road user costs due to lane closure. Data
should be gathered regarding the length and duration of lane
closure typical of various types of maintenance operations on
the highway. The average length of time drivers will tolerate
waiting in a queue when there is a lane closure, should be
determined. Average speed of traffic ahead of, and on the
maintenance zone should also be evaluated.
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APPENDIX A
FIGURES RELATING TO COST TRENDS
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FIG.A-3C0ST TRENDS "MOTOR VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT (FROM




FIG.A-4 TRENDS IN PERSONAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES






FIG A 5 TRENDS IN PERSONAL INCOME AND GROSS NATIONAL
PRODUCT ( FROM STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE
UNITED STATES )
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FIG.B-I ROAD USER COST FOR PASSENGER CARS ON TANGENTS OF A
2- LANE HIGHWAY AS A FUNCTION OF AVERAGE SPEED UNDER
FREE OPERATION
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FIG.B-3 ROAD USER COST FOR PASSENGER CARS ON TANGENTS OF A
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FIG.B-4 ROAD USER COST FOR PASSENGER CARS ON TANGENTS OF A








FIG.B-5R0AD USER COST FOR PASSENGER CARS ON TANGENTS OF A
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FIGB-6R0AD USER COST FOR PASSENGER CARS ON TANGENTS OF A
DIVIDED HIGHWAY AS A FUNCTION OF AVERAGE SPEED UNDER
RESTRICTED OPERATION


